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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 THE QUESTIONS

Are the standard Heckcher-Ohlin model and its accompanying

theorems useful tools for empirical studies?

What hypotheses about Swedish post-war growth, allocation

and trade are generated by a standard Heckscher-Ohlin model

with two factors and three goods, one of which is non-traded?

Are the model's predictions borne out by simulations with a

particular and widely used many-sector, quanti~ative, general

equilibrium model of the Swedish economy?

These are the main questions asked in the study. They

will be specified and explained further in section 1.3, ~hich

is an outline of the study and where the main results are

reported. The relation of the study to the literature is

briefly discussed in section 1.4. But first, in section 1.2,

it is necessary to outline the theoretical framework.

1.2 THE HECKSCHER-OHLIN MODEL

The standard Heckscher-Ohlin model with two countries, two

goods and two factors is a particular kind of general equi

librium model. One feature which sets it apart from more

general models is the assumption that each country faces given

prices on the world market. World market prices are determined

by equating supply and demand of the two countries. Another



particular feature is the focus on factor endowments and factor

proportions. The assumption of given prices makes production

independent of domestic demand, while trade depends on home

demand also. Hence, the Heckscher-Ohlin model is sometimes

labelled "production model". It is differences in factor endow

ments between countries and differences in factor proportions

between goods which is the basis for three of the four basic

theorems of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, and which has earned it

the alternative name "factor proportions theory". The three

theorems are the Heckscher-Ohlin [1919)[1933) theorem, the

Rybczynski [1955) theorem and the Stolper-Samuelson [1941)

theorem. The fourth basic theorem is the factor-price equali

zation theorem (Samuelson [1949]).

1.2.1 The basic model

The Heckscher-Ohlin model which we will outline here differs

from the standard two-factor, two-good, two-country model in

that the number of produced and tradable goods is not restricted

to two. Another difference is that we introduce a non-traded

good, i.e. a good which is produced and consumed domestically

in the same quantity. 1 2

Assume that capital, K, and labor, L, are the two factors

of production, that they are perfectly mobile between sectors

but cannot move across the border, and that there are constant

returns to scale in production and no joint production. Goods

can be ranked by capital intensities in the way shown in

The terms "tradable" and "non-traded" will be used throughout the study.
In the theoretical models of this chapter and chapter 6 and 8 they imply
some inherent difference between goods in the degree to which they can
be traded internationally and which we do not specify. In the empirical
context of chapters 3-5 "tradable" simply means that the good is being
exported and/or imported and "non-traded" that it is not.

2
The presentation draws much on Jones [1974). A difference is that we
assume the same technology in the small country and the rest of the
world as the rule. Also, Jones does not consider the case of more
tradable goods than factors being produced at anyone time.
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figure 1.1. Note that we assume that the ranking is independent

of the wage-rental rate w/r, i.e. there are no factor intensity

reversals.

Figure 1.1
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Which goods a country will produce depends on the set of

technologies, world market prices, and the country's factor

endowments. (It will also depend on the extent of demand for

and production of non-traded goods, but for the moment we

abstract from the existence of non-traded goods.) To see this,

consider figure 1.2, which shows the position of the unit-value

isoquants in the K-L space.

Figure 1.2
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The country is defined to be capital (tabor) abundant if

its endowment capital-labor ratio is higher (lower) than that

of the rest of the world. The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem states

that a capital atundant country will export capital intensive

goods and import labor intensive goods.
l

In terms of figure

1.5 this means that the bundle of produced goods is more

capital intensive than the consumption bundle. But note that

we may not be able to say which goods will be exported and

imported, and in what quantities. The total number of produced

and consumed goods in the world economy as a whole is five,

i.e. it is higher than the number of factors. Given preferences

and the level of income we know the composition of the con

sumption bundle, as well as the quantities consumed. But the

endowment ratio may be such that three tradables are produced,

good 2, 3 and 4. Production then is indeterminate, and, thus,

so is the trade pattern.

The standard 2 x 2 x 2 model, on the other hand, gives a

determinate solution for production and trade. Assume that

only goods 1 and 2 are produced and consumed in the world

economy. A capital abundant country will then export good 2

and import good 1.

In this case there will also be factor price equalization

among the trading countries (assuming incomplete specialization).

In contrast, factor prices are not equalized in the situation

depicted by figure 1.5. A capital abundant small country will

produce good 4 and 6 at a higher wage-rental ratio than a

labor abundant country which produces good 1 and 2.

1.2.4 Changes in exogenous variables

This completes the description of the Heckscher-Ohlin

model which is the basis of the present study. But to better

We make the assumptions that (i) goods are freely mobile internationally,
(ii) factors are perfectly immobile internationally, (iii) all indivi
duals have identical homothetic preferences, (iv) production functions
are the same in all countries and exhibit constant returns to scale
and no joint production, and (v) there is perfect competition in the
goods and factor markets.
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understand the design of the study, which is presented in the

next section, we must summarize the exogenous and the endo

genous variables of the model, and complete the analysis of

how the exogenous variables affect the endogenous variables.

Exogenous variables are: (i) factor endowments, (ii)

technology, (iii) preferences, and (iv) prices on tradables.

As endogenous variables we have: (i) allocation in the tradable

sector, (ii) relative size and pattern of trade, and (iii)

factor prices.

We have already indicated the effects ofchange~ in

factor endowments and in the demand for the non-traded good.

It therefore remains to briefly analyze how changes in tech

nology and prices on tradables may influence the endogenous

variables in the model. For simplicity we hold demand (and

output) of the non-traded good constant in the analysis. The

consequences of subsequent changes in demand are commented on

at the end of the discussion. We will consider technical

progress in good 4 in all countries such that the amount of

capital and labor required to produce one unit of output is

reduced. In terms of the unit-value isoquants in figure 1.5

this means that the good 4 isoquant is shifted towards the

origin. Note that such a shift also can be interpreted as a

rise in the price of good 4. Such a price rise could also

result from a rise in a domestic tariff on good 4. Hence, in

effect we consider the effects of a price change, a tariff

change and a change in technology simultaneously.l Because

of the inward shift of the unit-value isoquant of good 4,

the segment AC becomes steeper, i.e. the wage-rental ratio

rises in this interval, and the segment DF becomes flatter,

i.e. there is a fall in the wage-rental ratio in this interval.

As a result of the change in factor prices, good 3 becomes too

This is not strictly true for a tariff change, since no consideration
is taken of the change in tariff income and its consequences.
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and total factor intensities. It is found that a sufficient

condition for the movements of the gross and net tradable out

puts to bound the movements of the factors, net output move

ments being greater than gross output movements, is that the

net output change of the non-traded good is bounded by the

factor movements. This result is compared with earlier findings

and the meaning of the sufficient condition is discussed in

terms of basic demand paraw£ters.

1.4 THE RELATION TO THE LITERATURE

The present study is an application of the Heckscher-Ohlin

theory to empirical problems of growth, allocation and trade.

As such it is most directly related to two qUite separate

bodies of literature. One body is the use of the Heckscher

Ohlin theory, and, more specifically, the Heckscher-Ohlin

theorem to determine the factor abundance ofa country or

the factor content of a country's trade flows. The other

body is the use of quantitative, many-sector, general equi

librium models to simulate effects of economic policY,

exogenous disturbances of various kinds, increases in

resources, etc.

The literature which in some way uses Heckscher-Ohlin

theory for empirical research is quite large, and the bulk

of this literature stems from Leontief's [1953J determination

of the factor content of United States exports and imports.

Leontief's study can be interpreted either as a test of the

Heckscher-Ohlin theorem assuming that the United States is

capital rich relative to the rest of the world (and this seems

to be his own interpretation) or as a determination of the

factor abundance of the United States assuming that the Heckscher

-Ohlin theorem is true. We will not try to review the Leontief-

-based literature here, but give some references in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2 CHANGES IN FACTOR ENDOWMENTS AND FACTOR PRICES*

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Factor endowments and changes in factor endowments play a cru

cial role in the theoretical framework presented in chapter 1.

Together with technology, world market prices, and demand for

non-traded goods they determine the small country's pattern of

production and international specialization, as well as its

factor prices. It is clear that Sweden's endowments of factors

of production have undergone considerable change in the post

-war period. If everything else is held constant this should

have had a significant impact on the economy.

This chapter presents available data on factor endowment

and factor price changes. This is done in section 2.3. As infor

mation on human capital is unavailable, the main part of section

2.3 is an account of the method by which estimates of the .rate

of change of the quantity and price of human capital are obtain

ed. Section 2.4 contains a brief survey of similar estimates in

other studies, as a check on the results. Section 2.5 provides

a short summary of the findings. But first, in section 2.2, it

is necessary to briefly discuss what and how many factors of

production should be considered.

* Research assistance was provided by Urban Backstram.
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2.3 CHANGES IN FACTOR ENDOWMENTS AND FACTOR PRICES

We now wish to determine the rates of change in the economy's

endowments of labor, physical capital, and human capital. Also,

we want to establish at what rates factor pricea have changed.

The movements in the quantity and price of labor and physical

capital are already known. It remains to estimate the rate of

change in the endowment and the price of human capital. Most of

the present section deals with this problem.

2.3.1 Methodologiaal aonsiderations

Consider the national accounting identity

(2.1)

where V is aggregate value-added (output) or aggregate income,

and L, K and H are the aggregate flows of raw labor, physical

capital and human capital services respectively. The prices

of output and of inputs are PV' PL' PK and PH. Since output

here is national output, the price Pv can be viewed as the

general price level.

Differentiate (2.1) logarithmically to obtain

(2.2) Pv + V
A ~ A A A A

6L(PL+L) + 6K(PK+K) + 6 H(PH+H)

where the weights 6 i (i=L,K,H) are national income shares and

a circumflex ...", denotes rate of change.

We can rewrite (2.2) as

(2.3)

A

Set the left- and right-hand-side of (2.3) equal to -T

to obtain
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unweighted average shares for the starting and end years for

each subperiod. Rates of change are estimated for each sub

period and are then averaged to obtain rates for the change in pr ice

and quantity of human capital for the whole period 1950-74.

In this way some of the effects of changing relative factor

prices and endowments on the weights are neutralized.

2.3.3 Results

Estimates of rates of change for the price and quantity of

human capital are presented in table 2.2 for the periods

1950-58, 1958-66 and 1966-74. The last column in the table re

cords the unweighted averages of the subperiod rates. Rates

of change in prices and quantities of labor and physical capi

tal and of aggregate output are also shown.

During the 24-year period 1950-74 real income or output

increased at an average rate of 3.7 per cent per year. At the

same time the general price level increased at a yearly average

rate of 4.9 per cent.

Table 2.2 Rates of chanqe of input and output prices and quantities

1950-58 1958-66 1966-74 Average

(1) ( 2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8 )

Labor

volume -0.1 0.0 0.5 0.2 -0.9 -0.3 -0.2 0.0
price 9.7 3.2 7.7 2.5 10.5 3.5 9.3 3.1

Physical capital

volume 3.8 1.7 4.0 1.5 4.1 1,3 4.0 1.5
price 3.2 1.4 0.3 0.1 3.3 1.1 2.3 0.9

Human capital

volume 1 6.3 1,4 9.4 2.6 7.2 2.5 7.6 2.2
price l 3.1 0.7 5.0 1.4 2.1 0.7 3.4 0.9

Aggregate income

volume 3.1 4.3 3.7 3.7
price 5.3 4.1 5.3 4.9

1 Estimated rates.

Note: Rates in columns (1), (3) and (5) are not weighted by income shares i'
rates in columns (2), (4) and (6) are weighted. Column (7) gives un-
weighted rates, and column (8) gives unweighted averages of weighted
rates. Factor rates do not always sum to aggregate rates because of
rounding errors.

Sources: SM N 1975:98, Appendix 2, 4 and 5, Hote11- och restauranganstalldas
forbund •.
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In view of these results we suspect that our own estimate

has a strong upward bias, which is due to the inclusion of what

traditionally is measured separately as total factor productivity

change. The estimated annual rate of change in total factor pro

ductivity is generally substantial in other studies, see tab~e

2.3 below.

Tabl-e 2.3 Estimates of tiotial: factor produativity (TFP) and human oap-ital:

(HC)mte of chanqe in se leotied g'l'ClWth accounting studies

Annua~ rate of chanqe Exp~anatory share
for TFP of output

HC TFP g'l'ClWth rate

Christensen-Jorgenson [1969]1 1.06 1.13 0.36

Denison [1963]2 1.57 0.93 0.32

Jorgenson-Gri1iches [1967]3 0.78 1.60 0.46

Nashimizu-Hu1ten [1978]4 0.16 2.88 0.25

Star [1974]5 6 0.87 0.27

AVERAGE 1.48 0.33

Our adjusted estimate 2.6 1.48

U.S. private domestic economy 1945-65, before adjustments for aggrega
tion errors of various kinds, errors in investment goods prices and in
capacity utilization.

1 U.S.

2 U.5.
3

1929-67.

1921-57.

4 Japan 1955-71.

5 17 U.S. manufacturing industries 1950-60.

6 Not available.

To see how our estimate of human capital accumulation compares

with those in other studies, we have reestimated the rate of
"change in human cafital, but instead of setting T = 0 in equa-

tion (2.6) we set T = 1.48, i.e. equal to the unweighted average

in five growth accounting studies. The adjusted estimate of

human capital growth is 2.6 per cent, which is considerably

lower than the original 7.6 per cent. It is still high compared

to the rates in other studies as shown in table 2.3.
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We have also calculated the effect on the rate of change of

the human capital price of positive total factor productivity

growth. A rate of 1.48 per cent in total factor productivity

change gives a negative rate of -2.4 in the nominal human ca

pital price. In other words, the relative price of human capital

falls substantially in this example.

2.5 SUMMARY

In this chapter movements of factor endowments and factOr prices

in Sweden during the period 1950-74 are described. Thre~ fac

tors of production are taken into account: raw labor, physical

and human capital.

National accounts statistics show a more or less constant

supply of raw labor services, measured in terms of man-hours,

and a yearly average increase of 4 per cent in the physical

capital stock. Using an accounting identity we estimated a

rate of increase in human capital services of 7.6 per cent.

Hence, per man-hour there is 2.5 times as much physical capi

tal stock at the end of the period as at the beginning, and,

presumably, nearly 6 times as much human capital services.

If instead of zero growth in total factor productiVity

we assume rates consistent with results in selected growth

accounting studies for other countries, the estimated rate

of growth in human capital is brought down to 2.6 per cent.

This figure is still high compared to rates common in the

literature.

Despite the crude methods used to estimate human capi

tal services it seems certain that human and physical capi

tal have increased very substantially relative to raw labor

during the period under study.

Changes in relative factor prices roughly reflect changes

in relative factor scarcities. The return to raw labor services

increased at a rate of 9.3 per cent, while the return to physi

cal capital only increased at 2.3 and to human capital at 3.4
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one might find e.g. steel-making and shipping services in

the same sector, or agriculture and commerce. All principles

entail problems: some disregard the central role played by

factor proportions in the theoretical framework used here,

and the factor proportions principle takes little notice

of how consumers may structure their demands. However, the

principles are not mutually exclusive. The particular dis

aggregation made takes some consideration of production cha

racteristics and thus of differences in factor proportions

between different sectors.

The level of aggregation is to some degree dependent on

the principle applied. In our case we have 23 private and 1

public sector.
l

Some of the sectors are rather small and one,

the engineering sector, is rather big measured in terms of

shares of total output. Further disaggregation would provide

a firmer basis for statistical tests, but it was judged that

it would cost too much in the form of missing data and re

design of an existing simulation model.

3.3 CAPITAL INTENSITY MEASURES

Following the discussion in chapter 2 we take account of three

factors of production: raw labor, physical capital and human

capital. Each production activity combines these factors to

produce some commodity. Typically, the proportions in which

they are combined vary from sector to sector, and we now wish

to measure the proportions. But first we have to define factor

proportions measures which are based on the theoretical con

cept of a production function and which can be applied with

available statistical data. It will be seen that to arrive at

such mea$ures a number of strong assumptions have to be made.

1 There are 7 public sectors in the simulation model used in chapter 7.
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Estimates of total factor productivity change on the

sectoral level are presented in table 3.5. They are calculated

on the basis of (3.20) as

(3.24) T v - e £ - e K - eHR.L K

Equation (3.24) measures changes in the efficiency

of producing value-added as opposed to output (gross

output net of own inputs). An alternative approach

to estimating sectoral gains in factor productivity would

be to replace value-added by output and to add intermediate

inputs from other sectors as factors of production. Using

value-added instead of output will give an upward "bias" to

our estimates. To see this, consider the production function

(3.25) Q = A*f(X,Z),

where Q is output, A* is the Hicksian efficiency index, and

X and Z are the single primary and intermediate input respec

tively. We will assume that Q is homogeneous in X and Z.

Technical change then affects X and Z to an equal degree.

We now have, by differentiating (3.25) logarithmically,

(3.26) A* = Q- aX - (l-a)Z,

where 0 < a < 1.

Value-added V is defined as Q - Z. Thus, equation (3.20)

can be rewritten as

(3.27)
A

A
Q A Z A

V Q - V Z - X,

assuming there is only one primary input X. The difference

between A* and A is, using Q = Z,

(3.28) A* - A -(l-a)Q+ (l-a)X.



Now, with Q Z we have A

into (3.28) yields
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Q - X from (3.27). Substituting

(3.29) aA

Thus, if there are intermediate inputs so that a is less

than unity, then A> A*. Consequently, estimates of sectoral

rates of total factor productivity change based on value-added

will be greater than estimates based on output. The difference

will vary in strength between sectors depending on the propor

tion of intermediate inputs in production.

An immediate explanation for the difference between A
and ~* is apparent by considering equation (3.26). The "error"

occurs when Q, output, is replaced by V, value-added, and Z,

intermediate inputs, are dropped completely. All of the

accounting for output growth falls on direct inputs, X

(a becomes equal to unity in value), and technical change

in intermediate inputs, which affects output, is ignored.

On the aggregate (national) level there will be no

difference between A* and A, simply because national value

added is identical to national output (gross output net of

own inputs).l

3.6 ESTI~~TES OF TECHNICAL CHANGE

The results of technical change measurement are presented in

this section, in subsection 3.6.2. Special attention is given

the difference in total factor productivity change between

the tradable and the non-traded sectors in subsection 3.6.3.

But first, in subsection 3.6.1, we give a short account of

the data.

If one were to calculate the aggregate, national residual from sector
residua1s, one has to sum the residuals with PiQi/ZPiVi as weights. The
weights sum to more than unity, Zp.Q./Zp.V. > 1. See Nishimitzu and
Hulten [1978] and Star [1974]. 1 1 1 1
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3.6.1 Data

Data on price changes for the three inputs raw iabor, physical

and human capital are taken from table 2.1. The changes in

value-added prices are given by the national accounts, which

present value-added data in constant as well as nominal

prices. 1

Input of raw labor services are given by the national

accounts in terms of man-hours. The national accounts data

on physical capital stocks have been used to calculate ser

vice flows on the assumption of constant proportions between

stocks and flows. As for inputs of human capital services we

separated the labor shares of value-added into raw labor and

human capital shares in the way described in chapter 2. The

nominal rewards to human capital services were then deflated

by the price index given in table 2.1. Constant price value

added are given by the national accounts, as mentioned.

Nominal value-added was divided into shares for raw

labor, human and physical capital for the years 1950, 1958,

1966 and 1974. There are in many cases substantial differ

ences between years, due to changes in relative factor prices

and to different rates of change between factor inputs. This

gives rise to the question of which year's shares to use. We

choose to estimate the total factor productivity residual for

three subperiods, 1950-58, 1958-66 and 1966-74, and to use

the average of the beginning and end years' shares as weights

on the inputs. As estimates of total factor productivity

change for the whole period we take the average of the three

subperiods. The procedure eliminates the problem of changing

shares to some extent without making the computational effort

too great. 2

All national accounts data are from SM N 1975:98.

2
An alternative discrete approximation of the total factor productivity

index, [X ( ) I
VCt)/n i t J

T = V(O) ~ Xi(O) ai'

where a.
1

(ai(t) + a
i

(0) ] / 2 , is discussed in Star (1974].
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3.6.2 Re3uZts

Results of computing rates of total factor ~roductivity change

according to (3.24) are presented in table 3.5.

Table 3.5 To tal: factor product.ivi tu ror:G8 of change

Yearly percentage change

Sector

1. Agriculture

2 Forestry

3 Hining

4 Import-sheltered
food mfg.

5 Import-competing
food mfg.

6 Beverage and tobacco

Textiles and clothing

8 Wood and wood products

9 Printing and publishing

10 Rubber

11 Chemicals

12 Petroleum

13 Non-metallic minerals

14 Iron and steel

15 Engineering

16 Ships

17 Other mfg.

18 Electricity, gas
and water

19 Construction

20 Commerce

21 Transport

22 Housing

23 Private services

24 Public sector

195;)-58

-0.9

-3.7

-3.9

-4.1

2.8

0.3

-0.7

-2.4

-3.8

1.6

-2.2

-0.9

3.3

1.5

-0.9

-0.1

-0.5

-4.2

-1.2

-0.6

1.2

-2.1

-3.2

1958-66

-0.1

-0.9

-0.3

-0.8

4.9

1.8

3.4

3.2

-1. 3

1.3

7.9

2.0

6.1

4.9

3.1

1.2

0.7

-0.5

-1. 2

3.9

0.2

-4.9

-1.9

1966-74

4.2

4.2

1.9

-2.4

1.3

2.7

4.5

2.9

-1.0

4.2

-2.3

2.2

3.2

3.5

3.9

6.2

2.5

1.5

2.5

5.4

-0.9

-0.3

-1.0

Averages

1.0

-0.1

-0.8

-2.4

3.0

1.6

2.4

1.3

-2.0

2.4

1.1

1.1

4.2

3.3

2.0

2.4

0.9

-1.1

1.6

2.9

0.2

-2.5

-2.0

Source: Based on national accounts data in SM N 1975:98, Appendix 2, 3 and 5.
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CHAPTER 4 CHANGES IN ALLOCATION AND PRICES*

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Changes in the allocation of output (value-added) and of

primary resources as well as changes in relative prices of

value-added are described in this chapter. As in chapters

2 and 3 the emphasis is on pure description.

As seen within the theoretical framework outlined in

chapter I, this chapter deals with movements both in depen

dent and independent variables, whereas the previous two

chapters were concerned with changes only in independent

variables: factor endowments, factor proportions and tech

nical change (total factor productivity change). Allocation

of resources and of output within the tradable sector is en

dogenous within our theoretical framework as well as prices on

non-traded goods, while prices on traded goods are assumed to

be given on the world market, outside the influence of the

small country, and the extent of non-traded output is deter

mined exogenously by domestic demand.

The changes in allocation and prices which are observed

in this chapter will allow us to draw conclusions about the

properties of the demand for non-traded goods. Changes in

* Research assistance was provided by Parameswar Nandakumar.
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the demand for non-traded goods affect allocation in the

tradable sector and are therefore important to determine.

The plan of the chapter is as follows. Allocations at

different points in time are described in section 4.2, for

value-added, and in section 4.3, for primary resources. Parti

cular interest is given the allocation between tradable and

non-traded goods, because of its central place in the analytical

framework. In section 4.4 some important relative price changes

are noted. Section 4.5 contains a brief summary and an obser

vation about what implications the recorded development has for

the demand for non-traded goods.

4.2 ClffiNGES IN THE ALLOCATION OF VALUE-ADDED

Consider table 4.1, which shows the allocation of value

-added in constant prices between 24 sectors of the Swedish

economy in 1950, 1958, 1966 and 1974. The disaggregation is

the same as in chapter 3.

We note first that there is considerable variation in

size between sectors, from Engineering, with a share of total

value-added in 1974 of 16.1 per cent, to Other manufacturing,

with a share of 0.2 per cent. To get a picture of the degree

of concentration in the sector structure, and also of changes

in concentration, we have calculated the combined share of

the 2, 4 and 8 largest and smallest sectors respectively in

1950, 1958, 1966 and 1974, see table 4.2.

A modest tendency towards increased concentration, as

measured by these shares, is seen in the table. Most of the

increase is due to the relative growth of Engineering.
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Table 4.1 Sector'al shar'es of total value-added in constan.t

pr'ices in 1950, 1958, 1966 and 1974

Sector' Per'centage shar'es

1950 1958 1966 1974

Agriculture 7.2 5.0 3.1 2.9

2 Forestry 3.9 3.5 2.6 2.4

3 Mining 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.0

4 Import-sheltered food mfg 3.0 2.1 1.4 0.9

5 Import-competing food mfg 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.0

6 Beverage and tobacco 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4

7 Textiles and clothing 4.4 3.2 2.8 2.1

8 Wood and wood products 4.2 4.0 4.6 5.4

9 Printing and publi shing 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.3

10 Rubber 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5

11 Chemicals 1.3 1.6 l.8 3.0

12 Petroleum 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4

13 Non-metallic minerals 1.6 1.3 1.5 1.2

14 Iron and steel 1.2 1.8 2.8 3.2

15 Engineering 8.0 10.3 13.9 16.1

16 Ships l.0 1.2 1.1 1.4

17 Other manufacturing 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

18 Electricity, gas and water 2.0 2.6 2.7 3.2

19 Construction 9.8 9.8 10.2 8.7

20 Commerce 8.8 9.3 9.0 8.4

21 Transport 5.5 5.6 6.0 6.5

22 Housing 10.1 10.8 9.2 /:l.0

23 Private services 11.6 ll.l 10.8 9.2

24 Public sector 10.7 11.2 10.7 11.6

Sour'ce: SM N 1975:98, Appendix 4.

Table 4.2 Concentration in the sector str'ucture in 1950, 1&5 ,

1966 and 1974

Per'centage shares of total. value-aaded

1950 1958 1.966 1,)74

2 largest sectors 22.3 22.3 24.7 27.7
4 " 42.2 43.4 45.6 45.6
8 71.7 73.1 74.4 73.9

2 smallest sectors 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6
4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.5
8 6.4 6.2 6.5 5.9

Source: Table 4.1.
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Turning next to changes for individual sectors in table

4.1 an important change is the drop in Agriculture's share,

from 7.2 per cent in 1950 to 2.9 per cent in 1974. Textiles

and clothing and Private services also have shares which de

crease by more than 2 percentage points. Many sectors ex

perience substantial increases or decreases in relative terms,

although their absolute shares generally are qUite small. The

shares of Mining, Import-competing food, Chemicals, Petroleum

and Iron and steel are doubled or more than doubled, while

the shares of Import-sheltered food and Textiles and clothing

are more than halved.

An important distinction for analytical purposes which

is made in chapters 1 and 3 and again in chapter 6, 7 and 8

is that between tradable and non-traded goods. The shift in

output allocation between the tradable and non-traded sector

is given in tabZe 1.3:

Table ~.3 Total value-added in constant prices divided between

the tradable and non-traded sector in 1950. 1958.

1966 and 1974

Sector

Tradable

Non-traded (18,19,22,24)

Percentage shares

1950 1958 1966 1974

67.4 65.6 67.2 68.5

32.6 34.4 32.8 31.5

Sour~c: Table 4.1.

The non-traded sector of the economy, which consists of

sectors 18, 19, 22 and 24, has a fairly constant share of total

output over time.

Finally, note in table 4.1, that the Public sector's share

of total output is more or less constant when measured in con

stant prices.
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20 Commerce

21 Transport

22 Housing

23 Private services

24 Public sector

Sector

Table 4.4

H

0.0

l.0

0.8

1.2

0.7

0.3

1.3

4.6

2.4

0.5

2.2

0.1

1.2

3.0

12.8

1.6

0.2

0.8

10.5

9.0

5.0

0.8

7.8

32.4

1.3

0.2

0,9

2.3

4.1

0.4

0.1

8.1

1.4

3.5

8.8

39.5

3.3

14.2

0.1

1.0

3.0

0.4

0.1

4.8

0.7

1.6

9.4

50.5

1.2

10.0

L

17.7

3.2

0.6

2 ..3

0.6

0.4

6.3

5.4

1.6

0.5

1.1

0.2

106

1.7

10.2

1.0

0.4

0.8

7.7

11. 7

7.6

0.5

9.0

8,2

Sectopal shapes of total supplies of labop (L).

physical (K) and human (H) capital in 1950 and 1974

Pepoentage shapes

1950 1974

K H L K

8.1 0.0 5.1 4.1

0.5 3.1 1.5 0.6

0.3 0.9 0.5 0.7

1.0 2.1 1.5 0.7

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5

0.2 0.7 0.2 0.2

1.2 4.5 1.8 0.7

2.3 4.6 4.3 3.6

0.7 2.7 1.7 0.9

1.0 0.4 0.4

1.4 1.6

0.2 0.1

1.9 1.1

2.9 2.0

13.1 12.8

1.5 1.0

0.4 0.2

1.2 0.9

11.8 9.3

10.2 13.0

10.4 7.1

0.5 0.7

4.8 11.0

20.2 21.8

Petroleum

Agricul ture

Forestry

Mining

Import-sheltered food mfg

Import-competing food mfg

Beverage and tobacco

Textiles and clothing

Wood and wood products

Printing and publishing

Rubber

Chemicals

Non-metallic minerals

Iron and steel

Engineering

Ships

Other manufacturing

Electricity, gas and water

Construction

13

8

9

la

11

12

3

4

5

6

14

15

16

17

18

19

SCUY'Je: SM N 1975:98, Appendix, 2, 4 and 5.
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Table 4.6 Sector-a i shares of total value-added in current

prices in 1950. 1958. 1966 and 1974

Sector- Percentage shures
1950 1958 1966 1971

1 Agriculture 6.7 4.9 3.2 2.7

2 Forestry 4.4 3.9 2.6 2.6

3 Mining 1.3 1.7 1.2 1,0

4 Import-sheltered food mfg 2.9 2.3 2.5 2,1

5 Import-competing food mfg 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.9

6 Beverage and tobacco 0,6 0.5 0.5 0.4

7 Textiles and clothing 4.9 3.0 2.3 1.4

8 Wood and wood products 5.6 4.2 4.0 6.7

9 Printing and publishing 1.9 1.9 2.1 1.9

10 Rubber 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

11 Chemicals 1.4 0.4 1.7 2.6

12 Petroleum 0,2 0.3 0.3 0,3

13 Non-meta11ic minerals 1.5 1.2 1.4 1,0

14 Iron and steel 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.3

15 Engineering 9.7 10.1 10.7 12.4

16 Ships 1.0 1.1 0.8 1.0

17 Other manufacturing 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2

18 Electricity, gas and water 2.0 2.6 2,2 2.2

19 Construction 9.0 9.7 11.6 7.2

20 Commerce 9.5 9.3 10.0 9.1

21 Transport 5.6 5.6 5.1 4.8

22 Housing 10.8 10.2 9.2 7.2

23 Private services 8,4 12,5 10,9 10,6

24 Public sector 8.8 10.8 14.3 19.1

Source: SM N 1975:98, Appendix 4.

By comparing table 4.6 with table 4.1 we find particu

larly big differences between changes in current and constant

price shares for Import-sheltered food, Printing and publishing,

Iron and steel, Engineering, Ships, Electricity, gas and water

and the Public sector. (All these sectors have very high or
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CHAPTER 5 CHANGES IN FOREIGN TRADE*

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Let us briefly recapitulate what the model in chapter 1 has

to say about foreign trade. It is technology, tradable prices,

factor endowments, and the demand for non-traded goods which

determine how much and which tradables are produced. Domestic

demand for tradables plays no role for resource allocation

within the tradables sector. Once outputs of tradables are

determined it is however domestic demand for tradables which

determines which of the goods will be exported and which will

be imported. Hence, the model determines the proportion of

total trade to total output, or income. Total income is given

once factor endowments and factor prices are known. The pattern

of trade, the composition of exports and of imports, is also

determined.

It was argued that a country will tend to produce more of

tradable goods which are intensive in the country's abundant

factor(s) and less of tradable goods which are intensive in

the scarce factor(s) than is consumed domestically. Hence, in

a world with capital and labor as the only factors of produc

tion, a capital abundant country will export capital intensive

* Research assistance has been provideC by Parameswar Nandakumar.
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Table 5.1 Export-GNP ratios. 4-year averages (except for

1950-54)

195e-54 1955-58 1959-62 196J-66 1967-70 1971-74

Cuprent prices 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.29

Constant prices 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.28 0.30 0.39

Sources: SM N 1975:98, Appendix 3 and 4.

As can be seen, the constant price ratio rises steadily, from

0.19 to 0.39. The ratio in terms of current prices, on the

other hand, is more or less constant, with the exception of

the last period 1971-74. 1 The conflicting trends are explained

by two factors. First, there has been a rise in the volume of

trade relative to the output volume, as recorded by the constant

price time series. Second, the relative price of tradable

commodities has been falling, as described in the previous

chapter. The rise in volume has been sufficient to counter

the fall in relative price for the current price ratio to

remain constant for most of the period.

5.2.2 Sectoral export-output and import-output ratios

The trend of increased trade relative to output is quite

strong in some sectors, see table 5.2 which shows export

-output and import-output ratios in 1959, 1966 and 1974.

(We cannot go back to 1950, because official trade statistics

classified according to industry do not exist earlier than

1959.)

The upturn in 1971-74 was temporary, as data for the end of the 1970's
show, and was mainly caused by a temporary shift in relative prices
towards natural resource based goods, such as iron ore and forest
products, which are important Swedish exportab1es.
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Table 5.2 Seotoral export-output (E!D) and import-output

(M/D) ratios. 1 con~tant prices.

Seotor 1959

E/O M/O

1966

E/O M/O

1974

E/o M/o

1

2

3

4

5.7 30.7 3.9 28.5 7.2 34.5

25.9

3.9

61.1

7.4

7.7

4.6

66.9

4.2

25.6

2.0

54.8

5.0

5,7

7.2

59.6

4.0

20.3

3.3

64.4

4.3

4.4

5.2

70.7

3.0

Agriculture

Forestry

Mining

Import-sheltered
food mfg.

5 Import-competing
food mfg.

6

7

8

9

2.1 24.6

12.1 38.1

42.9 3.4

2.8 3.0

Beverage and tobacco

Textiles and clothing

Wood and wood products

Printing and publish
ing

10 Rubber

11 Chemicals

12 Petroleum

13 Non-metallic minerals

14 Iron and steel

15 Engineering

16 Ships

17 Other mfg,

18 Electr~city. gas and
water 2

19 Construction2)

20 Commerce

21 Transport

22 Housing 2)

23 Private services

24 Public sector 2)

2.2

5.0

44,9

1.1

15.2

17.2

23.7

7.6

28.7

26.0

50.4

9.4

2.0

26.4

6.7

15.1

24.8

2.0

1,7

19.3

43.6

282,8

13.8

37.4

32.7

22.4

36.8

1.7

4.9

3.8

23.4

22.9

30.5

7.5

31.9

33.0

45.7

25.4

1.5

24.2

5.8

32.9

55.4

288.6

14.4

31,7

31.8

20.9

64.7

1.5

5.8

2.9

3.8

30.0

44.1

4.7

40.9

30.3

70.7

14.5

41.8

49.3

52.4

52.8

6.5

29.5

8.7

26.2

74,4

5.3

4.7

54.6

61.2

196.0

23.1

34.9

40.3

37.0

90.0

3.7

10.4

5.5

1) Export and import values divided by output values.

2) No exports and imports reported.

Souroes: Unpublished data from Ministry of Economic Affairs; SM N 1975:98
Appendix 4.
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It seems likely that factor proportions differ not only

within a statistical sector at a given set of factor prices,

but also between countries in the production of narrowly de

fined commodities. Comparative costs should differ for this

reason and give rise to intra-industry trade. Such technology

differences may be dynamic as well as static in nature.

Vernon's [1966] product cycle theory of trade should be seen

as a dynamic version of the Ricardian theory. It is possible

that the theory explains more of international trade than the

Heckscher-Ohlin theory. Some studies confirm the product

cycle character of trade for countries with a high level of

innovation, such as the U.S. See Gruber, Mehta and Vernon

[1967] and Hufbauer [1970].

A second set of theories, associated with the names of

Burenstam-Linder [1961], Dreze [1960], and Grubel and Lloyd

[1975],builds on several elements, which are given different

weights in the different versions of the theory. Very briefly,

it is argued that similarity in income levels, product diffe

rentiation, monopolistic competition, and economies of scale

combine to give more trade between countries, and more intra

-industry trade. l

Products, it is argued, are typically differentiated by

design, functional details, image created by advertising, etc.,

and the market structure is one of monopolistic competition.

Trade gives consumers the possibility to buy variants of a

product which is not available in the home country. The more

Recently a number of formal trade models have been constructed to in
corporate product differentiation, monopolistic competition, and
economies of scale, e.g. by Krugman [1980], Dixit and Norman [1980],
Lancaster [1980], and Helpman [1980]. The models explain intap-industry
trade by factor endowments differences and the relative size of in~ra

-industry trade by economies of scale, monopolistic competition and
product differentiation. Helpman obtains the result that the proportion
of intra-industry trade in total trade declines when the difference in
factor endowments (capital-labor ratios) becomes greater. When there
is no difference in factor endowments all trade is intra-industry trade.
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differentiated products are, the greater is the potential trade

between countries, in particular within the same industries

(Grubel and Lloyd [1976]). If in addition income levels are

similar in trading countries, one expects demand to be simi-

lar also. This will increase the possibility that consumers want

to buy product variants from other countries (Burenstam Linder

[1961]).1 Furthermore, it is sometimes postulated that the

degree of differentiation in demand increases with income.

The existence of economies of scale makes the number of variants

produced in a country less than the number demanded and makes

consumers buy imported variants instead of those available

at home. This is particularly true for small countries. Dreze

[1960] argues that Belgian exports are characterized by rela

tively few standardized intermediate commodities (intermediate

commodities without national characteristics) produced under

economies of scale and imports by differentiated consumer

goods.

In conclusion, it is probable that a substantial part of

the trade between industrialized countries can be explained

by the theories mentioned above and that a relatively small

part is explained by Heckscher-Ohlin theory. Most trade between

industrialized countries is intra-industry trade, even on

very disaggregated levels, which, as mentioned, is hard to

reconcile with the factor proportions theory. Factor propor

tions differences probably are more important in explaining

inter-industry trade and trade between countries at quite

different stages of economic development.

However, one should therefore not draw the conclusion

that it is wrong to use Heckscher-Ohlin theory as the basis

for the present study. Firstly, it must be observed that the

Heckscher-Ohlin model is a full general equilibrium model

which is firmly based on standard neoclassical theory, and

which has thoroughly investigated and well-known properties.

As of now the same cannot be said about the theories outlined

1
The results in table 5.3 are in agreement with this hypothesis.
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above, although formalized models do exist and rapid progress

seems assured in the area. Secondly, the present study is also

a test of the usefulness for empirical research of the standard

Heckscher-Ohlin model. In other words, although it is known at

the outset that much trade cannot be explained by factor pro

portions differences, we wish to gain more ?recise knowledge

about how useful the model is.

5.4 TRADE PATTERN CHANGES

The pattern of trade has undergone considerable change during

the period 1959-74. We are going to describe these changes in

two ways, namely in terms of changes in export and import

patterns and in terms of changes in the degree of sectoral

trade specialization. The purpose is to see if the patterns

are stable, or if there are some significant and systematic

changes.

5.4.1 Changes in export and import patterns

Sectoral shares of exports and imports in 1959, 1966 and

1974 are shown in table 5.4 below.
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Table 5.6 contains net export ratios, defined as

(exports - imports)/(exports + imports). The value of the

ratio is + 1 when a sector only exports, - 1 when it only

imports, and zero when exports and imports balance.

Table 5.6 Net export ratios
1)

Sector

1 Agriculture

2 Forestry

3 Mining

4 Import-sheltered food mfg.

5 Import-competing food mfg.

6 Beverage and tobacco

7 Textiles and clothing

8 Wood and wood products

9 Printing and publishing

10 Rubber

11 Chemicals

12 Petroleum

13 Non-metallic minerals

14 Iron and steel

IS Engineering

16 Ships

17 Other manufacturing

20 Commerce

21 Transport

23 Private servi~es

1) Defined as (X-M)/(X+M).

1959

-0.57

+0.21

+0.05

-0.18

-0.69

-0.75

-0.67

+0.91

-0.21

-0.12

-0.44

-0.85

-0.29

-0.13

-0.12

+0.39

-0.59

+0.08

+0.69

+0.28

1966

-0.64

+0.49

+0.04

-0.11

-0.76

-0.85

-0.52

+0.85

-0.04

-0.17

-0.42

-0.81

-0.31

0.00

+0.02

+0.37

-0.44

+0.01

+0.61

+0.34

1974

-0.43

+0.25

+0.18

-0.11

-0.53

-0.11

-0.20

+0.80

+0.11

0.00

-0.24

-0.20

-0.14

+0.14

+0.20

+0.20

+0.10

+0.29

+0.64

+0.17

Source: Unpublished data from the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

As from table 5.3, with export-output and import-output

ratios, we get a picture of relatively little specialization

on the sectoral level. Only a few ratios have high absolute

values, above O.BO.
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Sweden has a marked export specialization only in Wood

and wood products and in Transport. Sectors with high negative

ratios over time are Agriculture and Import-competing food

manufacturing. Beverage and tobacco and Petroleum have very

high negative ratios in 1959 and 1966, but not in 1974.

Of greater interest than the absolute size of the ratios

is their change over time. If there is a tendency for net

export sectors to become net import sectors, and vice versa,

we have an indication that Sweden's comparative advantage is

shifting. To detect such or other tendencies from the ratios

in table 5.6 figures 5.1 a) and b) have been constructed.

There, the absolute change in the ratio for each sector has

been plotted against its initial value. l As an example, if

the initial value is 0.50 in 1959 and 1.00 in 1966 a point

is obtained on the 45 0 - l i n e in the north-east quadrant. If the

initial ratio is - 0.50 and does not change the point will be

on the negative part of the horizontal axis.

An immediate observation is that the two periods 1959

-1966 and 1966-1974 are different with respect to change in

net export ratios. In the first period the observations are

quite close to the horizontal axis, indicating little overall

change in ratios and, hence, in sector specialization. In

the second period, on the other hand, there is a clear tenden

cy towards a reversal in specialization. Observations between

the horizontal aXis and the 1350-3150 - l i ne mean that the initial

ratio has taken on a smaller value but not changed sign. Most

observations, 11 of 20, are in this category. Two sectors have

changed specialization, from being net importers to being net

exporters. It is interesting that no net import sector becomes

more specialized and that changes towards more export specia

lization are quite small.

1 The diagrammatic technique is taken from Oh1sson [1980J.
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5.5 SWEDEN'S COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

According to the factor abundance version of the Heckscher

Ohlin theorem a country will export goods which are intensive

in the country's abundant factors, and import goods which are

intensive in the scarce factors. In other words, a country's

comparative advantage is determined by her factor endowments

relative to the rest of the world. Goods which are intensive

in the abundant factors will have relatively low autarchy

prices and will be exported when trade takes place. We will

assume, based on some evidence referred to below, that Sweden

is a country which is abundant in physical and human capital

and scarce in raw labor relative to the rest of the world. We

will then test the prediction of Heckscher-Ohlin theory that

Sweden exports capital intensive and imports labor intensive

goods.

First, let us state a strict formulation of the Heckscher

Ohlin theorem and the assumptions. The formulation is that of

Learner [1980], except that he interprets the theorem as con

ditions for determination of a country's factor abundance

whereas we interpret them as conditions for the factor content

of trade and consumption given the factor abundance. For

proofs, see Learner.

Theorem: One of the following sets of inequalities must be

satisfied for a capital abundant country:

(a) K - K > O· L - L < 0x m , x m

(bl Kx - K > O· L - L > 0; (K - Km)/(L x - Lm)
> Kc/Lem , x m x

(cl K - K < 0; L - L < 0; (K - Kml/(Lx - Lml < Kc/Lex m x m x

where Kx' Km' Lx' Lm' Kc' L are capital and labor embodiedc
in exports, imports and consumption.
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The assumrtions are:

(i) Commodities are freely mobile internationally.

(ii) Factors are perfectly imIT~bile internationally.

(iii) All individuals have identical homothetic oreferences.

(iv) Production functions are the same in all countries and

exhibit constant returns to scale.

(v) There is perfect competition in the goods and factor

markets.

(vi) Factor prices are equalized across countries.

Inequalities (b) and (c) are applicable for the case

when a country runs a trade surplus or deficit and may be a

net exporter or importer of both capital and labor. However,

Swedish trade was practically balanced in the three years for

which we test the theorem. l Hence, we are going to see if in

equality (a) is fulfilled.

We note that inequality (a) is equivalent to

K x
L

x

K
> m

L m

K - Kx m
L /L <

x' m

> 0 implies Kx/Km > 1, and Lx - Lm < 0 implies

1. Thus Kx/Km > Lx/Lm, and Kx/Lx > Km/Lm.

As mentioned, our test assumes that Sweden is a capital

abundant country. Ohlsson [1980J has surveyed the evidence on

Sweden's factor endowment position. They show that Sweden is

not the most human and physical capital abundant industrial

country in the early 1960's, but Ohlsson concludes that "a

comparison between Sweden and the rest of the world as a

whole would probably rank Sweden as the more capital abundant

area l l
•

~Exports of goods and services in current prices were 14,400, 26,280,
and 81,230 million SK and imports 14,372, 27,060, and 83,189 million SK
in 1959, 1966 and 1974 respectively (SM N 1975:98, Appendix 3).
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Table 5.7 Weighted average capital intensity of Swedish

exports and imports in 1959, 1ge6 and 1974.

Capital-labor Exports Imports
ratio 1959 1966 1974 1959 1966 1974

K l 3.25 3.60 2.63 2.87 2.83 2.24

K2 1.81 1.90 1.78 1.41 1.14 1.36

K 3 88.91 147.07 261.90 96.05 151.90 253.96

K4 31.61 50.23 96.70 38.28 53.03 87.04

KTOT
1) 2.23 1.94

1) Value of total requirement of human and physical capital service flows
over value of total requirement of labor services.

Source: Based on tabZe 3.2, 5.4, and 7.8.

Consider first the first row in the table. Kl denotes the

ratio between human plus physical capital services and labor

services. The ratio is significantly higher in all years in

exports. Next, consider the corresponding ratio K 3 , which

also has human and physical capital in the denominator and

labor in the numerator, but measured from stock data. Now

exports are slightly labor intensive in 1959 and 1966, and

slightly capital intensive only in 1974.

The results are qualitatively the same when only physical

capital is in the numerator, as in K2 and K4 .

Finally, the KTOT ratios based on total requirements give

a somewhat higher capital content of exports than imports. l

The results are conflicting and do not lend themselves to

certain conclusions. The service flow measures Kl , K2 and KTOT
all indicate that exports are relatively capital intensive,

both in terms of physical capital and in terms of physical

cum-human capital, while the stock measures K3 and K4 are

The difference in order of magnitude between the Kl ratios and the KTOT
ratios is explained by the circumstance that Kl is in 1966 prices
while KTOT is in 1968 prices.
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TabZe 5.9 Tariff receipts in pep cent of impopt value in

1959, 1966 and 1974 1)

SetJtor 1959 1966 1974

1 Agriculture 7.8 7.3 7.0

2 Forestry 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 Mining 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 Import-sheltered food mfg. 41.3 37.1 30.1

5 Import-competing food mfg. 18.1 16.3 13.9

6 Beverage and tobacco 18.9 18.2 18.2

Textiles and clothing 7.1 6.4 5.0

8 Wood and wood products 2.5 2.3 2.1

9 Printing and publishing 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 Rubber 6.6 6.2 58

11 Chemicals 2.9 2.6 2 ')

12 Petroleum 0.0 0.0 0.0

13 Non--meta11 i c minerals 5c5 5.0 4.7

14 Iron and steel 2.7 2.7 2.2

IS Engineering 6.2 5.7 4.9

16 Ships 1.0 1.0 0.8

17 Other manufacturing 7.7 5.5 5.5

20 Commerce 0.0 0.0 0.0

21 Tran~port 0.0 0.0 0.0

23 Private services 0.0 0.0 0.0

Unweight;ed 6.4 5,9 5.

rieighted ~) . 4.7 4.2

1) Includes import and compensation levies (inforsel- och kompensations
avgifter).

2) The weights are the import shares in 5.4.

Source: Unpublished data from the Ministry of Economic Affairs.

The general level of tariffs is low, see the weighted and un

weighted averages at the bottom of the table. Consequently,

the reduction in the general level is small in percentage

terms, only 1.6 and 1.2 percentage points between 1959 and

1974 for the weighted and unweighted average respectively.
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In relative terms, the weighted average was reduced by 28 and
1

the unweighted average by 19 per cent.

The variation in the tariff level between sectors is

considerable. There are three qUite distinct groups of sectors:

those with high, low and no tariffs. In the first group we

find processed foods and beverages. The second group, to

which half of the sectors belong, have rates below 8 per cent.

Seven sectors have no tariff protection.
2

Sweden follows an official policy of a high degree of

self sufficiency in food production. This is the main reason

for the high rates in sectors 4, 5 and 6. Where imports are

not competing with domestic production, as for some agricul

tural products, forestry, crude oil, commerce and most private

and transport services, or where import competition is very

weak, as in Printing and publishing, there is no import pro

tection. The rest of the sectors enjoy a small degree of pro

tection.

Hence, it is possible to explain the main features of the

tariff structure by agricultural policy and by the extent of

import competition. A perhaps more sophisticated and in this

context more relevant approach to explain the structure is to

relate tariffs to comparative advantage, and specifically to

factor proportions. It is expected that a negative correla

tion exists between the tariff level and the degree of com

parative advantage, i.e. the degree of capital intensity.

Table 5.9 below contains rank correlations between tariff

rates and capital intensities.

Lundberg ~1~76l:has calculated nominal and effective rates for 42 groups
of commod1t1es 1n 1959 and 1962. Raw materials, fuels food and some other
commodities were excluded. The unweighted average nominal rates were 9.14
and 6.86 per cent in 1959 and 1972 respectively, and the unweighted ave
rage effective rates 17.82 and 13.59 per cent.

2
It should be pointed out that domestic taxes in some cases are equi-
valent to tariffs, namely when there is no domestic production. An
obvious example is crude oil in sector 12. Such de facto tariffs are
not recorded here.
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The trade pattern exhibits some important changes between

1959 and 1974, as shown in section 5.4. There are significant

changes in export and import shares: the Engineering sector's

share of both exports and import rises, Agriculture's import

share is halved, and the sectors Wood and wood products and

Transport experience substantial drops in their shares of

exports. Despite these changes there is virtually no change

in the Gini coefficient of concentration for exports and

imports. Net export ratios show that sectors with net ex

ports and net imports in 1966 tend to move to more balanced

trade in 1974.

These changes in the trade pattern seem not to be the

result of a change in Sweden's presumed comparative advantage

in producing capital intensive goods. The factor content of

Swedish trade should, according to the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem,

reflect the Swedish factor endowment relative to the rest of

the world. We assume that Sweden is abundant in human and

physical capital. Our computations of the capital intensity

of exports and imports indicated, but not conclusively, that

exports are relatively capital intensive in 1959, 1966 and

1974. This finding in section 5.5 is confirmed by evidence

from other studies, which is presented in section 5.6.

Finally, we found in section 5.7 that the terms-of-trade

have been more or less constant during the period under study,

and, in section 5.8, that tariff rates have been quite low.

The unweighted average tariff rate dropped from 6.4 per cent

in 1959 to 5.2 per cent in 1974. If it is correct that Sweden

has a comparative disadvantage in labor intensive goods, we

expect tariffs to be negatively correlated with sectoral

capital intensities. No significant correlation was found

however.
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CHAPTER 6 CHfu~GES IN PRICES, ALLOCATION AND TRADE 

A HECKSCHER-OHLIN ANALYSIS*

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to determine what effects some

empirical facts presented in chapters 2-5 have in a model economy

of the kinu described in chapter 1. For this purpose we construct

a Heckscher-Ohlin type general equilibrium model of the Swedish

economy. Into this model a number of stylized facts of Swedish

post-war growth are fed and their cete~is pa~ibus effects

analyzed. In particular, we wish to determine the effects on

17 ZZo c a t i on , both of factors and of outputs, facto~ p~ices and

the deg~ee of inte~nationaZ speciaZization.

It should be stressed that the method of analysis is that

of comparative statics, i.e. comparison of states, and not

comparative dynamics, i.e. comparison of time paths. The

empirical facts in chapters 2-5 describe the development over

time of the Swedish economy, and the most appropriate method

of analysis is therefore comparative dynamics. What we do

instead is to translate rates of change into different states

at different points in time, and then conduct comparative

static experiments based on these differences in states.

As an example, we translate the rates of growth in factor

endowments between 1950 and 1974 into two different factor

endowments and compare the states of the model economy for

these different endowments.

* I am grateful to participants in the Institute for International Economic
Studies seminar for constructive comments on an earlier version, in
particular to Ake G. Blomqvist and Ronald W. Jones. Henrik Horn
checked some derivations. Remaining flaws are my own.
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A fundamental characteristic of technology is that factor

proportions differ between productive activities. A change in

aggregate factor endowments must therefore, if prices are kept

constant and full employment of factors is imposed, cause a

reallocation of resources and production. We are interested

in how changes in factor endowments have affected the allocation

of factors and outputs and need therefore allow for at least

two factors in the model. In chapter 2 we recognized three

factors of production: raw labor, human and physical capital.

To make the analysis as simple as possible we will treat human

and physical capital as homogenous capital. l It is not thought

that much, if anything essential is lost by this simplification:

what matters for the problems we wish to analyze is Sweden's

comparative advantage, which is in both forms of ca~ital

intensive goods and not in labor intensive goods, and the factor

proportions differences between tradable and non-traded goods.

Hence, the important difference is in the labor intensity, not

in differentiated capital intensities.

Thus, so far the dimension of the model is 3x2. We should

also add that since we will treat Sweden's trading partners

as an aggregate, we have a world consisting effectively of

only two countries. The dimension of the model should there

fore be stated as 2x3x2.

By having an equal number of tradable goods and factors,

and the number equal to two, we have ensured that some of

the basic propositions of Heckscher-Ohlin theory hold. For

example, when tne number of goods is larger than the number

of factors as in chapter 7, the results obtained below cannot

be expected to hold unless further assumptions are made. This

is discussed in chapter 7, section 7.3. For general investiga

tions of the dependence of the basic trade theorems on dimen

sionality, see e.g. Samuelson [1953], Ethier [1974), Jones and

Scheinkman [1977], and Chang [1979].

1 We also assume homogeneity of human and physical capital respectively.
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same goods, i.e. in goods.with the same factor proportions

(cf. the discussion in section 5.6.2). Hence, the trade

"explained" here is only factors-in-goods-trade, which may

be a small part of total trade, as was indicated in the

previous chapter.

Next, we turn to the choice of exogenous variabZes.

Central variables such as factor endowments, technology and

prices of traded goods are treated as given in the model.

That factor supplies and technology are exogenous is some

what unsatisfactory, since they must be influenced to a

significant degree by economic forces, particularly in the

long-run perspective applied here. There exist established

theories for capital and labor markets, and empirical research

on technical progress seems to demonstrate that economic

factors are decisive, see Schmookler [1966]. However, we lack

a theory which incorporates endogenous determination of factor

endowments and technology in the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin

type models.

The justification for having given world market prices

of traded goods is that Sweden is small enough to be a price

taker, at least in the long run. This assumption is probably

closer to the truth than its opposite, although we have no

systematic evidence to base it on.

Finally, we need to comment on the assumption about

factor mobiZity made in the model. Factors are assumed to be

completely and costlessly mobile between sectors. Clearly

this is not true in the short run, and we can easily think

of factors, e.g. machines, which can only be used for a

particular purpose and are immobile even in the long run.

However, as a general proposition about the long run, com

plete factor mobility seems plausible. l

1 It deserves mentioning that in recent years the Heckscher-Ohlin model
has been modified to allow for factors which are specific to some sector.
Such modified models are called specific-factor modeZs, and they yield
different results than the traditional Heckscher-Ohlin model for factor
endowment and price changes. See Neary [1977] for a comparison of the
basic results. The introduction of sector-specific factors constitutes
a return to the models of David Ricardo and Jacob Viner.
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Nothing explicit is assumed about factor mobility inter

nationally. The empirical data on capital and labor supplies

reflect some exports and imports of these factors, particular

ly imports of labor. Presumably factors move across borders

in pursuit of higher rewards. This is not captured by the

model, except that the net of international factor movements

shows up in the exogenously given capital and labor endow

ments.

6 • 4 THE MODEL 1

There are two factors of production, called labor Land

capital K. Total factor supplies are given and fixed, and

both factors are always fUlly employed. Three goods are pro

duced by capital and labor, at constant returns to scale.

They are exportables Xl' importables X2 and non-traded goods

~. 2 We can now write

(6.1) L

(6.2)

where a i j is per unit input of factor i into good j.

Perfect competition in product and factor markets is

assumed. Under competitive conditions the price of a commo

dity equals the unit cost. Hence, we can write

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

P2

1 The first presentation of a Heckscher-Dh1in model with two factors and
three goods, one of which is non-traded, is in Komiya (1967], who analyzes
the validity of the basic trade theorems in such a model. The model is
presented in rates of change in Batra (1973].

2 The singular and plural of exportable, importable and non-traded goods are
used iuterchangeab1y in what follows.
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It is more convenient to work with the model when it is

expressed in rates of change, instead of absolute values. l

Therefore, differentiate equations (6.1)-(6.16) logarithmi

cally and substitute the equations for rates of change of the

input-output coefficients into the other equations to get:

(6.17) ALIX l + '\L2 X2 + \LNXN - 0L (w-~) L + ,-

"L

(6.18) AKIXl + "K2 X2 + ),KNXN + oK (~I-r) K + TI
K

(6.19) ElLlW + °Kl r PI + Jll

(6.20)
.

GKi + Jl2GL2W + P2

(6.21) °LN w + °KN r - PN = JlN

(6.22) y - GLW - ()Kr o £ + El K
L K

(6.23) °1 - [fl12P2 + fllNPN + fllYY] 0

(6.24) °2
- [fl22P2 + fl2NPt'/ + fl2YY] 0

(6.25) ON - [nN2P2 + nNNPN + flNy1 ] o

(6.26) ON - ~ 0

where

It ... " rate of change. For example Xl = dXl/X
I.

the share of total supply of factor i (i = L,K) used

in production of good j (j = 1,2,N). For example

ALl = (aLIXI)/L.

I Hence, we follow the tradition initiated in Jones' [1965] article. Also,
the generalized Stolper-Samuelson and Rybczynski theorems as formulated
by Jones [1965] are in terms of rates of change.





























(6. 33b) - (6. 36b) w

132

y o

Then, from Walras' law it follows that the changes in demands

fulfill

o

where 0i ~ (PiDi)/Y. In analogy with the assumption about

homotheticity in the demand for tradables we assume that°1 = D2 . Since DN>O, it follows that Dl = 62 <0 . Specifically,

we have that

- ')2

Next, consider output changes for exportables and

importables, ~here we have used that X
N

= D
N

:

(6.4lb)
A ~AXl 1,12 ~

~(6.421;) X2 = A~~ ~

At the given ca~ital intensity ranking of the goods, it is

seen that exportables will contract and importables expand.

The rate at which exportables contract is higher than the rate

of expansion of non-traded goods; we have that

I~~~ I > 1

in equation (6.4lb), since the difference in capital intensity

between goods 2 and N is greater than between goods 1 and 2.

Similarly, should good 1 and N differ more in capital intensity

than 1 and 2, then importables will expand at a higher rate

than non-traded goods.





Since D
2<O

and X2>O condition (6.44b) is not fulfilled, and,

hence, the ratio of exports to total output will fall, as
Iexpected.

6.7 TECHNICAL CHANGE

In this section we will analyze the effects on prices,

income, allocation and tile degree of international special

ization of tecnnical cnange. Two cases of technical change

will be dealt with separately. In section 6.7.1 we consider

tne case of increased efficiency of the tradable relative

to the non-traded sector. The increase in efficiency is

assumed to be neutral in Hicks' sense. Then, in section

6.7.2, we let tne crra n qe in efficiency in the tradable

sector be labor-saving, while tne change is capital-saving

in the non-traded sector.

6.7~1 Ln c r e ae ei effi(!1~erl(~Y of the tradab i e r e l a t i.>e tc

We will assume that there is technical change in the

tradables sector, in both tradables, and no technical

change in the non-traded sector. Nothing essential is lost

by letting technical change in the non-traded sector be

zero, instead of some positive rate which is lower than

that in the tradable sector. Furthermore, we assume that

the rate of tecnnical change is equal in exportables and

importables. Then we have that

1 = "2 > ITN = 0

There is no bias in the change in technology. To define

what is meant by neutrality and bias we consider the

capital-labor ratios, which are functions of tne wage

rental ratio and technology:

1 rt is interesting to note a somewhat paradoxical result, which occurs
if the non-traded sector is 7,,:'88 capital intensive than both t r a dab l e s ,
In this case an expansion of non-traded output leads to an expansion
of exportables and a contraction of importables, i.e. to a trade biased
reallocation in the tradables sector. If demand for exportables and
importables is homothetic it must be that the export-output ratio
incpea8e.<,. Thi.s result still holds if capi t a I is increased and non-traded
demand increases at a lower rate than capital.
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Under our assumptions about income elasticities we have

that

Next, consider output movements. From (6.40) we obtain

(6.40d)

The outputs of exportables and importables change according

to

(6.41d)

(6.42d)

~.
AK2 n

L
-

AL2 nKXl A12
~+

IA1 2 1 rul

1~
AK2 n -

AL2 nKA1 2
nNy n +

l~ L IA1 2r

-~.
AKl n

L
+

ALl
nKX2 - A

1 2
~ - ruT ruT

-~
AKl n

L
+

ALl nK= A nNy n - 1ST ~12,

The first two terms on the right-hand side of (6.41d)

and (6.42d) are the effects of an increase in the non-traded

good and of labor-saving (capital-using) bias in technical

change respectively. Both effects work to decrease the

output of exportables and increase the output of importables.

The third term is the effect of capital-saving (labor~using)

technical change. It works opposite the first two effects,

i.e. it serves to increase the output of exportables and

decrease the output of importables. The net effect depends

on the capital intensity differences, the initial resource

allocation and the income elasticity of demand for the non

traded good. It is simply not possible to give an intuitively

satisfying condition for determinate signs on (6.41d) and

(6.42d). It snould be noted that if technical change in

tne non-traded sector were not biased, then the signs

would be determinate.
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Ti1e arnbigui ty surrounding the movement of the tradab les

makes the change in the degree of international specialization

uncertain as well.

6.8 TARIFF REDUCTION

An analysis of tariff changes presents a complication which

has not been encountered earlier. The complication concerns

the way in which tariff proceeds are spent. If the govern

ment, which receives the! t.a r i f f income, spends it differently

than private consumers, the difference must be specified and

allowed for in the analysis. The standard way to avoid this

complication is to assume that tariff income does not accrue

to the oove r nmcn t , but to private consumers, who spend it in

che same way as other income. That assumption is adopted here

for analytical convenience and because it brings out the

effects of a tariff change per se more clearly.

A tariff creates a wedge between the domestic price of

importables, p~, and the world market price P2' such that

where t is the ad valorem tariff rate. A reduction in the

tariff rate, which we are qoing to analyze, lowers the domestic

~rice, and qives rise to other price changes throughout the

economy. Consider equaticns (6.33)-(6.35):

(6.330)

(6.34e)

(6.35e)

w

r
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The solution for Yis l

(6.36e) y

I '
I' IN!
i '12 i

where !l

An examination of the terms on the right-hand side of (6.36e)

does not lead to any definite conclusion as to the movement

of national income. It is easier to see the sources of

ambiguity from the appropriately rewritten versi0n of (6.22a)

(6.22b) y

We have seen that r> 0 and w<O. Also, t<O. The last two terms

on the right-hand side of (6.22b) is the effect on national

income of a change in imports. In the presence of non-traded

goods we cannot be certain that imports will rise following a

reduction in the tariff rate and thus give an increase in

tariff income.

Below are the solutions for 62 , DN (which is equal to

XN by (6.40» and x2 '

1 The solutl'ons' for Y, DZ' Xz and DN below contain w, rand PN as indepen-

dent variables on the right-hand side, since we have solutions for the
price changes.
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Instead of trying to discuss the sources of ambiguity in the

above expressions we rewrite (6.24) and (6.25) below:

(6.24e)

(6.25e)

In (6.24e) the first term on the right-hand side is positive,

the second is negative and the third is ambiguous in siyn.

In (6.25e) the first term is negative on the right-hand side,

the second is positive and the third is ambiguous as to the sign.

The basic source of ambiguity is the presence of a non

traded good. In the standard 2-2-2 model a decrease in the

tariff rate, i.e. in the domestic price of the importable,

must result in a rise in output of the importable good and

to a fall in output of the exportable good. This link between

prices and outputs is broken by the introduction of a non-traded

good. The reason is that the non-traded good may increase or

decrease in demand and output following a reduction in the

tariff. Given a change in the non-traded output, the tradable

outputs will also change. The direction of change depends on

the configuration of factor proportions. In our case, for

example, a decrease in non-traded output will make the exportable

good expand and the importable good contract, despite the fact

that the price of the importable good has fallen. l

1 The first to show the ambiguity of price and output responses for
tradable goods in a three-good, two-factor model, where one good is
non-traded, is Komiya [1967].
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CHAPTER 7 CHANGES IN PRICES, ALLOCATION AND TRADE

- A SIMULATION ANALYSIS*

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The analytical approach in this chapter is in principle the

same as that in chapter 6, which has the title "Changes in

prices, allocation and trade - a Heckscher-Ohlin analysis".

As in chapter 6 we construct a model of the economy and feed

empirically observed facts into the model in order to obtain

their ceteris paribus effects on prices, income, allocation

and trade.

However, whereas the Heckscher-Ohlin model of chapter 6 is

a highly stylized and qualitative picture of the real world, the

present model is a much more detailed and quantitative general

equilibrium representation of the Swedish economy. In particular,

the properties of the two models differ in such a way that it

can be expected to affect the results of the analysis.

* I am grateful for the help of several persons; to Lars Bergman
for corrections, for suggestions and for guidance in handling
the model, Urban Backstrom for research assistance, Henrik
Horn for some last-minute calculations, Hans Lind for
comments, Hakan Lyckeborg for programming and especially
Stefan Lundgren for a generous effort in programming and
helping me to get the model through the computer. Errors
are of my own making.
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The more detailed presentation of the simulation model

below is divided into subsections. In section 7.2.2 endogenous

variables, exogenous variables and parameters are listed. The

supply and demand parts of the model are presented in sections

7.2.3 and 7.2.4 respectively. Price formation and related

questions are dealt with in section 7.2.5 and equilibrium con

ditions and national accounting identities are given in section

7.2.6.

7.2.2 A rist of variabres and parameters

Endogenous variables

price of consumption good h 1, 2, ... , 10

wage rate

net rate of return to capital

user cost of capital

exchange rate (units of domestic currency per unit of
foreign currency)

price of capital.

output of gross investments

23;

1, 2, ... , 10

... ,1, 2,

.•• , 231, 2,

gross output in sector j = 1, 2, .•• , 23

input of good i into good j; i
j = 1, 2, •.. , 30

capital stock in sector j = 1, 2, 30

labor supply in sector j = 1, 2, ... , 30

import of commodity j = 1, 2, .•• , 23

aggregate L~ports

export of commodity j

aggregate exports

private consumption of consumer good h

aggregate private consumption

aggregate private expenditure

gross national product

domestic cost of production equal to price of
domestically produced commodity j = 1. 2, ... , 30

domestic price of commodity j = 1, 2, ... , 30

r

w

R

V
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Exogenous variables

L

K

G

Gj
Xj
I

D
HZ

P j

WM
P

j

aggregate supply of labor

aggregate stock of capital

aggregate public consumption

consumption of public good j = 24, 25, •.• , 30

output of public good j = 24, 25, ••. , 30

aggregate net investments

surplus/deficit on the current account

world market price, in foreign currency, of exported
commodity j = 1, 2, ••. , 23

world market price, in foreign currency, of imported
commodity j = I, 2, ... , 23

ad valorem tariff on commodity j = 1, 2, ... , 23.

Parameters

a ..
~J

Aj

Cl.
J

A.
J

6

G.
J

Yj, E;j

Ej' \.Ij

nh
f j h

input of commodity i = I, 2, •.• , 23 per unit of output
of commodity j = I, 2, .• " 3D, I

constant in production function for gross output j = 1,
2, ... , 30

distribution parameter in the production function of
sector j = 1,2, ... ,30

rate of technical change in sector j = I, 2, .. " 30

rate of depreciation

rate of change of rest of the world output of commodity
j = I, 2, ... , 23

residual rate of growth of exports j = 1, 2, ... , 23
and of imports j = I, 2, ... , 23 respectively1

price elasticity parameters in the export and import
function for sector j = 1, 2, ... , 23

marginal propensity to consume good h = I, 2, 10

"input" of commodity j = 1, 2, ••. , 23 per unit of
private consumption good h = I, 2, ..• , 10.

1 Explained in section 7.2.4 ..
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The wage rate, w, is also assumed to be the same in all

sectors. It has been set equal to the dish-washer wage, and

human capital has been computed in the way described in chapters

2 and 3.

7.2.4 Demand for aommodities

The demand for commodities can be classified into six catego

ries: for private consumption, for public consumption, for in

vestment, for imports, for exports, and for intermediate in

puts.

Private consumption is determined endogenously by Stone's

linear expenditure system. l

(7.5) h 1,2, •.• ,10

The notation (0) means consumption dated at time 0, i.e. the

base year. Other quantities and all prices are for some other

year t ,

Each private consumption good h is composed of commodities

supplied by the private sector in fixed proportions:

(7.6) x~
]

j 1, .•. ,23

where x~ is the amount of good j allocated to private consump
]

tion.

Demand for public consumption and for physical capital in

vestment, both their aggregate levels and their composition,

are determined exogenously. Intermediate input demand is Slv",,,

by equation (7.1).

The consumption functions (7.5) satisfy the budget restriction, are
linearly homogeneous and satisfy the Slutsky condition that cross-price
substitution effects be symmetrical. These are conditions generally
required from demand systems. For a further discussion of Stone's linear
expenditure system and its properties, see e.g. Deaton and Muellbauer
[1980].
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However, for relatively small differences in relative prices,

the linear aggregation in (7.9) is probably a good approxi

mation. l

7.2.5 Pl'i~es

The world market prices, pWM and p~Z, are given.
1. .i.

The wage rate, w, and the rental rate, r, are market

clearing prices in the labor and capital markets respectively

(see (7.16) and (7.17».

Producer costs, P
j

, are given by production costs. In

equilibrium they are equal to the prices of domestically pro

duced goods. They need not be and usually are not equal to

prices of the same consumption goods, since the latter are

aggregates of domestically produced goods and imports.

In addition to the theoretical construction by Armington there may be
other explanations for having export and import functions with less
than infinite elasticities. One explanation, pointed out by Lars Bergman,
is that the convention used by the National Central Bureau of Statistics
to aggregate domestic output means that the domestic aggregates are
different from the imports which are classified under the same sector
heading. Aggregation of domestic output follows the main good of the
plant. If the plant produces goods which come under a different sector
heading, these goods are nevertheless considered to be of the same kind
as the main good. Import aggregates, on the other hand, only contain the
goods which strictly belong under the sector heading. Hence, domestic
aggregates and import aggregates have different composition and, there
fore, normally different prices. If the goods are not perfect substitutes,
import functions should be on the form (7.7).

Yet another explanation in terms of "erroneous" aggregation has been
suggested by Karl-Goran Ma]er in conversation. He argues that the home
country and the rest of the world each are completely specialized in a
large number of goods. Each sector supply contains a set of goods
produced domestically and a set of different goods produced abroad.
This explains the less than infinitely elastic supply of imports and
exports. h11cn comparative costs change the composition of the sector
supply between domestic production and imports is altered, as some
domestic production of previously foreign-produced2:oods is started,
or some domestic prod\Jction is dropped completely and is moved to other
countries. Consequently, the relative price of the import aggregate will
also change.
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D
Prices, P j, are weighted averages of the import price and

and the producer cost:

(7.9) P~
)

mo 1
-L
1

(Hq, ° )Vp WM + -- p)o+m
j

)) 1+m
j

j 1,2, ••• ,23

CThe prices of the composite consumption goods, Ph' are

then simply weighted averages of the prices:

(7.10)
23 D
L f)ohP)o

j=1
h 1,2, ••• ,10

DThe price of the investment good, PI' is determined accord-

ing to equation (7.4) above.

In order for the price level to be determinate we norma

lize it and hold it constant at unity:

(7.11)
30 23
Y p)oX)o + I vpW)OM M)o

j=l j=l

30 23
I x)o + I M)o

j=l j=l

The normalization of the price level in effect is the endogenous

determination of the exchange rate, v.

There is no explicit budget restriction for households in

the model. Such a restriction is implied by the trade balance

conch tion

(7.12)
23 Po 23
I ,f z)o - I p~M M)o

j=l j=l )
D
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7.3 BASIC TRADE THEOREMS AND THE SIMULATION MODEL

There exist two differences between the Heckscher-Ohlin model

in chapter 6 and the simulation model which are of fundamental

importance. One difference is that the Heckscher-Ohlin model

has exogenous prices on tradable goods, while the simulation

model has endogenous prices on domestically produced tradables.

In trade literature language the difference is that between a

"small" and a "large" country. This means that production of

tradables in the Heckscher-Ohlin model is not influenced by

domestic demand for tradables, while the opposite is true for

the simulation model.

A second difference is that the Heckscher-Ohlin model has

, an equal number of tradable and produced goods as factors,

while the simulation model has a greater number of goods than

factors. As a result, we cannot apply the Rybczynski and

Stolper-Samuelson theorems, which are basic for the analysis

in chapter 6 without making some further assumptions. With more

goods than factors we can no longer say, for example, how a

particular output will change following an increase in the en

dowment capital-labor ratio, or how a change in the price of a

particular good will affect the wage-rental ratio.

Having said this much, what reasons do we have to expect

that the Heckscher-Ohlin model in chapter 6 and the simulation

model will yield the same qualitative results for the same

changes in exogenous variables? To answer this question we will

first study a model of a closed economy having only two goods

and two factors and then continue the discussion in a many

good - two factor context. The model is described by the follow

ing equations, where the meaning of all symbols is identical

to those in the Heckscher-Ohlin model in chapter 6 (see pp.
116-119):1

1
The model is practically identical to a model in Jones [1965].
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In the other simulations only one kind of change is allowed. l

In the endowment simulation the capital and labor endowments

in 1966 have been replaced by the endowments in 1959 and 1974,

respectively. In the public sector simulation the actual output

values of seven different public services in 1959 and 1974 have

been replaced by the output values in 1966. This experiment

corresponds to the experiment of a shift in taste towards non

-traded goods in the Heckscher-Ohlin model in chapter 6. In

the technology simulation we find new solutions for the model

when there has been technical change (total factor productivity

change) for seven years, 1959-1966, and eight years, 1966-1974.

Finally, in the tariff simulation we let the tariff rates take

on the values in 1959 and 1974 respectively, and obtain new

solutions for prices, outputs, trade, income, and other endoge

nous variables.

Before presenting and commenting on the simulation results

it is necessary to discuss a more basic result, which dominates

the other results. It concerns the similarity in factor propor

tions between sectors and the consequences of this similarity

for the simulations. This is done in section 7.4.1. Section

7.4.2 deals with the price effects in the various simulations.

Sections 7.4.3-6 contain presentations and discussions of the

effects on aggregate income, domestic demand, allocation of

production and trade, respectively.

This is not strictly true; exports and imports are allowed to grow
at their exogenously given residual rates in all simulations. An alterna
tive would have been to have zero growth except in the standard simu
lations, and to add a sixth simulation to establish the ceteris paribus
effects of exogenous residual growth in exports and imports. This alter
native was not chosen because of the difficulty of interpretation
of exogenous residual growth as an independent explanatory variable.
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surface, the larger are the output movements induced by sub

stitution.lThe box diagram below serves to illustrate the

point:

l
Q

.0
Q
-l

Figu1'e 7.2
X2 xi

,-----------::::::01 - :.-::.~.....,

z>: I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

...... .... .J

XI Capital 6K

An increase in the capital stock, ~K, leads to a big expan

sion of good XZ' from XZPl to X2PZ' and a big contraction

of good Xl' from XlP l to XZPZ' This reallocation is greater

the more similar is the slope of XIP l to that of XZPI (or

XiPz)' i.e. the flatter is the transformation curve. How

ever, in the MSG-model an increase in capital will lead to

a fall in the price of capital. As both sectors now rearrange

production to employ relatively more capital, good Xl will

again expand and good Xz contract. The extent of this counter

effect of course depends on elasticities of substitution.

1 Cf. the discussion in section 7.3, and in particular equation (7.36).
When the transformation surface is flat, even small tariff changes
may have sizeable effects on resource allocation. The potential im
portance of small tariff changes has been pointed out by Helvin [1968].
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Table ?3 Production cost variability in the private sector

Standard deviations of unweighted costs,
means within parenthesis.
AZl costs in 1966 equal to unity.

Simulation 1959 19 ?4

Standard 0.06 0.06
(1.02) (0.99)

Endowment 0.03 0.03
(1.00) (1.01)

Public sector 0.02 0.02
(0.98) (1.03)

Technology 0.06 0.07
(1. 00) (1.00)

Tariff 0.02 0.02
(0.99) (1.03)

There is quite little variability in costs in 1959 and 1974

in all simulations. Relative costs can change in two ways,

cf. equations (6.19)-(6.21). One way is through technical

change at different rates between sectors. The other way is

through differences in capital intensities, when factor prices

change for some exogenous reason. Apparently factor price

movements, although they are substantial in the endowment

simulation, have almost no effect. The explanation is that the

different sectors have similar capital-labor ratios. Technical

change has a somewhat greater effect on relative costs, since

the rates of change differ significantly between sectors. l

The stronger inf Iucnce of technical change on cost changes is confirmed
by the following regression results:

C59/C66 Ba + BI(K/L) + BZA + E

0.68 + 0.36 (K/L) + 2.85 le
00.11) (4.10) (7.49) -2

0.71r..

C
74/C66

= 1. 30 0.31(K/L) - 2.90 A
04.25) (2.68) (5.63) ji.2 = 0.57

All coefficients have expected signs. The coefficients I for technical
change in value-added are highly significant at the 5 per cent level.
Clearly, the effect of technical change on prices is quite strong,
while the effect of factor proportions is w~ak.
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However, we also argued in section 7.3 that with a cer

tain degree of symmetry in substitution and demand, and with

nearly homothetic demand, we expect the rates of output change

to be ranked as are the capital-labor ratios. As a test of the

degree to which Rybczynski type reallocation is occurring we

have calculated the ra~k ccrrelation be~wee~ Rectorial outpwt

changps aJ:J ue~ropial ~Qpital i~censities. Rank correlation

coefficients are presented in t~ble 7.6:

Table 7.6 R~'ik ccrrelation between output changee and capital

inte'~sitie$ in tile private sector

Spearman rank correlation
coefficients

Simulation

Standard

Endowment

Public sector

Technology

Tariff

Factor endowment simulation

1959

0.184

0.125

-0.218

-0.154

-0.208

1974

-0.063

0.074

0.210

0.046

0.146

In the Heckscher-Ohlin model the effects of changes in the

factor endowment are clear. An increase in the aggregate

capital-labor ratio causes the capital intensive exportable

to expand and the labor intensive importable to contract, cf.

section 6.5. The output movement is more pronounced than the

factor movement in proportional terms. Behind the reallocation

of production are conflicting Rybczynski effects: one direct

effect from the change in factor endowments and one indirect

effect via the change in non-traded goods output. This direct

effect should be present also in the MSG-model. The indirect

effect, on the other hand, is eliminated, as public sector

output is held constant in the endowment simulation. (The

effects of the expansion of the non-traded, public sector are

instead analyzed separately in the public sector simulation.)
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Table 7.7 The ~eighted avepage capital-labor ratio~ of

exports (E; and imports (M)

1966: exports 2.27, impopts 1.94

Simulation 1959 1914

Standard

Endowment

Public sector

Technology

Tariff

E-M

1.94 - 2.03

1.63 - 1.63

1. 94 - 2.03

2.13 - 2.03

1.94 - 2.03

E-M

1.94 - 1.94

1.63 - 1.94

1.94 - 2.03

1.94 - 2.03

1.94 - 2.03

In all simulations but one exports and imports are of practi

cally the same capital intensity. Thus, the results give no

support to the factor proportions explanation of trade.

The explanations for the equal factor proportions in

exports and imports are probably that, fipst, factor propor

tions are similar among tradables, and, second, that intra

industry trade is dominant. Both explanations tend to give

a similar factor content in exports and imports.

Next, we turn to the changes in trade shares:

Tab le 7. 8 Trade shares

Export value/GNP

1966: 0.20

Simulation

Standard

Endowment

Public sector

Technology

'l'ariff

1959

0.17

0.15

0.18

0.18

0.17

1974

0.29

0.32

0.27

0.30

0.30
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not significant. The tariff simulation is a second case where

the main reason for different results between the simulation

and the corresponding analysis in the Heckscher-Ohlin model

probably lies in empirical differences (factor intensity

differentials and intra-industry trade) rather than in

model differences.

With no significant Rybczynski effects in resource allo

cation it is expected that trade changes are not those pre

dicted by the Heckscher-Ohlin model. But, in addition to this

explanation trade in the simulation model has another charac

ter than in the Heckscher-Ohlin model, which in itself is a

sufficient explanation .. Nost sectors have intra-industry

trade, and in many sectors trade is more or less balanced,

i.e. exports are of the same magnitude as imports. In addi

tion, capital intensities are rather similar. As a result,

we find that the factor content of aggregate exports and

imports is approximately the same in all simulations. In

other words, the factor proportions theory of trade does not

seem to be very relevant in this case. In the Heckscher-Ohlin

model all trade is explained by differences in factor propor

tions.

There is an important qualification to the conclusion

that factor proportions theory explains little of Sweden's

trade during the period under study. The conclusion is based

on the assumption that goods with the same sector classifi

cation are homogeneous with respect to their factor intensity.

This may be wrong. A disaggregation may show that significant

differences in factor intensity exist within each sector, and

that there is a systematic difference between exported and

imported goods. However, attempts to rescue the factor pro

portions explanation of trade by looking at disaggregated

trade flows have not been successful as was pointed out in

chapter 5.
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APPE~~IX

The appendix gives sources for the values on exogenous variables and

parameters used in the simulations. The order of presentation follows

that of the lists of variables and parameters in section 7.2.

Data on labor supply in terms of man-hours, net investments and current

account surpluses (deficits) are from national accounts statistics, SM N

1975:98 and Appendix 2, 3, and 5.

The capital stock data were imputed in the way described in section 7.2.1.

Physical capital stock data are from SM N 1975:98, Appendix 2.

Disaggregated data on public sector consumption and output were supplied

by the Ministry of Economic Affairs (Ekonomidepartementet).

World market prices on imports and exports were taken from preliminary

estimates of import and export functions at the National Bureau of

Economic Research (Konjunkturinstitutet) and from data supplied by

Lars Bergman.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs supplied data on indirect tax and tariff

rates for the relevant period and sector classification. More correctly,

the ratios between tariff receipts and import value (exclusive of tariffs)

were taken as tariff rates. They are shown in table 5.8.

The input-output table for 1966 was supplied by the Ministry of Economic

Affairs.

As distribution parameters ai in the Cobb-Douglas production functions

we simply used the actual functional shares of capital in value-added in

1966, according to the input-output table.

Rates of technical change are those shown in table 3.5, except that the

average level has been raised so that no sector has a negative rate. In

other words, the relative structure is preserved. Also, we have set the

rate in all public sectors equal to zero.
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THE RYBCZVNSKI THEOREM

intermediate and non-traded goods. In a model with decomposable inter-industry
flows he demonstrated that (i) Jones' generalized theorem, defined in terms of
total factor intensities, holds for both net and gross outputs when the non-traded
good is a pure intermediate, (ii) the Komiya result holds for net and gross outputs
when the non-traded good is finally consumed, if the marginal propensity to COIl

sume the non-traded good lies between zero and unity, and (iii) the tradable labor
intensive net and gross outputs increase relatively to the tradable capital intensive
net and gross outputs as labor increases relatively to capital, if the marginal and
average propensities to consume the non-traded good are equal (corresponds to
part of Ethier's result (ii) and thus is weaker than Jones' generalization).

We are going to extend earlier work in two respects. First, we establish a
sufficient condition for the Jones' generalized Rybczynski theorem to hold in the
three good model which is more general than Ethier's results (iii) and (iv) above.
Second, the implications for the theorem of complete indecomposable inter
industry flows are explored.

8. 3. THE MODEL

There are two traded goods, I and 2, and one non-traded good, N. The two
primary factors are capital, K, and labor, L. Each production activity uses both
primary factors and the two other commodities as inputs' Production functions
exhibit constant returns to scale and diminishing returns to changing factor pro
portions. We assume perfectly competitive product and factor markets and full
employment of the primary factors. Also, it is assumed that for the price and
factor supply configurations considered all three goods are produced.

From the equilibrium zero profit conditions we have that

(I)

(2)

(3)

GLt W + GKlr + G 2 1P2 + G N 1P" = PI

aow + aK2r + G I 2P j + G.'t{2PN = P2

GLNW + axHr + GiNP t + a 2 ...P2 = Ps

where G'i symbolizes the direct input of primary factor or intermediate good i
per unit of good l. W is the wage rate. r is the rental price of capital. and PI denotes
the price of commodity i.

The prices of the two tradables are assumed to be world market determined.
This leaves us with a system of three equations III three unknowns. w, rand.
P". Hence, once prices on traded goods are given, then factor returns and the
price of the non-traded good are determined, independently of domestic demand
conditions.

The gross and net full employment conditions are

(4)

Z Own direct inputsare netted out for convenience.
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(13) I;.I(~, - ~,) = (I< - PN)(i.U + ;'LN) + CPN - LW'n + ;·L.)

(14) 1)1 ('~N - .x,) = (R - PN)(.lLl + aNI) + (9. - L)(.lKI + aNI)

where 1;.1 is the determinant of the coefficient matrix and can be written as

elK! an aKS M = {I, 2, N}

1)·1 = n x;!n z, (iLl aLl tJL N R = {K. L, N}
j"M i"R

I -UNI -ON2 ZK = K, ZL = L, z. = YN

from which it is seen that

aKl an G KN I

sign !J.I = sign aLl aLl ilL,I\"

(667 )

The sign of the determinant on the right hand side IS given from the equation
system

AK I AK , An il K 1 G K 2 GKS - a 1 2 -- upI
-I

ALl Au AL v au (ILl a L ""
x - (121 - Qv.

0 0 - aS l - °:1/2 - a,\\ - G N 2

A' B' X [I - aJ-l

which is the regular input-output' relation with a third row added in the total
and primary input coefficient matrices respectively. Taking determinants of the
system we know that det [I - 11]--1> 0 by the Hawkins-Siruon conditions and
signdetA'zO as K1zK z. Hence, signdctBJ=signi;.!~O J.S Kl~K2' Going
back to equations (12), (13). and (14) it is clear that the right hand sides are
positive or negative as K?<L. II then follows that for K>L we have Xl ~'~2'
\ 1~ .x,,¥, and ,'(s;Z·X1 as K I ZK 2' and conversely for K< L. It is seen that gross
output movements of tradables always bound gross non-traded output move
ments. From equations (4.1) and (5.1) we have factor movements as weighted
averages of gross output movements. Hence, factor movements are always
bounded by gross output movements of the two tradable goods.

It is interesting to note that the critical factor intcnsities for this result are those
involving the direct plus indirect-through-the-non-traded-good-only factor
inputs! To see this multiply out determinant B', the sign-determining element
of [;'1, to get QKIQU-aUl1KNGN2-QK2QU"alH+anQKNQ.'O+aXlQU"tlN2-QLtaK2·

Apparently, if one tradable is more capital intensive than the other in direct-and
indirect-through-the-non-traded-good factor inputs it is so also in terms of total,
direct and indirect, inputs. Primary factor inputs through inputs of the other

t This observation plus the proof of Theorem 3 below is due to Rodney Falvey.
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tradable good cannot reverse the factor intensity ranking. This relation between
the dlfect-plus-indirect-through-the-non-traded-good factor intensity and the
total factor intensity corresponds to the relation between direct and total factor
intensities III the two-good model with indecomposable inter-industry flows;
there, direct and total intensities must be the same: see e.g.. Casus.

Ray proved the generalized theorem for gros-, outputs for the special case of
.\"\ =0, when inter-indusuy flows are decomposable. A proof when flows an:
indecomposa blc IS essentially the same ~lS above, replacing the equation in the
third row of the equation system by (- UNIX dY,,,).x l +( - 1l!\'2X 2/XN }X2 +.\', :-..;.:0.

THEOREM 3. iffactor movements bound rllt! neT outpulll1ovemenrs of tfle l1on~

traded qoo,', i.e., k.~rvzL, then net outpuT i1Iot't'mtnts will hound ,qross output
!I10r('l11el1(S so [/Wl .\'1 ~"l ~S~ ~.r2 OS K 1~ K 1 ,

PROOF, We helve the following input-output identities:

115/

(Ii»

(17)

.1'2 = \2 _. "21 Sl - °2\X v

Substituting for x, from equation (17) in equations (15) and (16) yields:

(15.1 )

( 16.2)

Transforuung (15.1) and ( 16.1) into rates of change gives

(15.2)

(16.21

.V I = 4J l 1xj - <P1'1·X2 - q}INY.'J

."2 = - 1>2\:( 1 + cPnJ: :1 - cP2 .....V_V

where <Pi' >0 for all i . .i (j= 1.2; i= 1.2. N) and </>1'-</>" -4>,,= I. -4>" +<P"
-</>2'= I

Since x,"" J', Z .X2 we can derive the inequalities

( 15.31

( 11l.31

f, "" (</>" - 'PI' - </"')'" = .<,
,f,: ~ (- 4)2\ + 4)22 - ejJ n H:2 = ,~~,

Therefore, applying Theorem 1,2 and 3 we have

i'l ~ '~l Z K~ Y,Y ~ L. ::( ,Xl ~ )':2 as K I ~ K 2•

8.5. COMPARISON WITH r-ARL1ER RESULTS

The condition that net output changes of the non-traded good be bounded by
factor changes is .,,,j}icient to ensure Joncs generalized Rybczynsk i output changes
for both net and gross outputs. Since the generalized Rybczynski theorem is
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nounced than gross output movements in the two-good model. From Theorem
3 we learn that the restriction K~ .~' .. ~ f. ensures the same mugnification effect
in our three-good model. The eflect is due to the fact t hat some of t he grovs
output is used up in 1]((: production <.'1' the two other goods. both IJf which ch.uige
at a higher or lovcr rate than the 0\\ 11 net output.
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